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Nernrkar, V. R.— Jl^jjm (English-Sanskrit text). Crown
16mo. pp. 154. 3rd Edn. Tatwa Vivechak Press, Bombay,
1941.	[853 A
Meghadutam. This Cloud Messenger, Kalidasa's poem, edited with
introduction, translation and notes.
0 jha, Ganrishankar Hirachand, and Gnleri, 0. S., Eds.— The
Prfchvirajavijaya of Jayanaka, with the Commentary of
Jonaraja. 934" x 5M"» pp. 4 4- 11 + 314, Vedic Yantralaya,
Ajmer, 1941.	[854
The Prthvirajavijaya, doubtfully ascribed to Jayanaka who possibly
belonged to Kashmir, is very valuable for the history of the Imperial
Cabamanas (Cauhans) of Sakambhari (Sambhar) and Ajayameru
(Ajmer). The work was apparently composed in the period A. D.
1191-92, the date of the first and second battles of Tarain, in order
to immortalise the great victory of the Cahamana king Prthviraja III
(c. 1179-92) over the Muslim. :nvader Muiz-uddin Muhammad bin Sam
in the first battle of Tarain.
"The poor condition of the MS. has necessarily rendered the task
of the editors extremely difficult. But Dr. Ojha and Pandit Guleri
must be congratulated for the excellent work they have done as
regards the test of the work. They have attempted to restore the
text wherever possible with the help of the commentary and have
also suggested emendations of the text and the commentary in many
places. The visa^anukramanl compiled by is also exhaustive and
useful. It is however unfortunate that the editors have not dealt
with the historical materials furnished by the poem, by way of an
introduction and have not appended an index to the volume"*
. "Like all Indian kavyas (including the drsyakavyas) dealing with
historical themes, the Prthvlrajavijaya also contains an amount of
unhistorical, imaginary or legendary elements. Cantos I— II dealing
with the origin of the Cahamana dynasty, Canto IV introducing a
Vidyadhara, Canto XI, verses 25-104 representing Prthviraja as an
incarnation of Ramacandra and referring to his love for a lady who
wasTilottama in her previous birth, etc., apparently fall in the above
category. But on comparison with the known facts of Cahamana
history, it has been found that the poem contains a very considerable
amount of historical truth. As was long ago pointed out by Buhler,
the genealogy and general history of the Cahamanas as given in this
work contradicts Cand's PrthirSy-raso in every particulars but agree
remarkably with epigraphic evidence. Cand's work may have had
more "poetic" elements even in the original, but it appears to have
received additions in succeeding ages". Dims Chandra Sir car > IHQ*
XVIII, pp. 79-81.

